
CRYSTAL CABINET WORKS



Why Current?
 • You get the design and look you want. 

 • When working with a design professional at an independent Crystal dealership you are working  
         with some of the most qualified designers in the industry. 

 • You can choose from multiple price points to meet any budget.

  • No need to worry about quality...to us it is a given.

 • Your Current kitchen is manufactured just for you. We do not build parts and cabinets ahead of time  
    like many companies. 

Midland door style finished in Simply White combined with the Shoreview door style, on the island, finished in Light Grey. 
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“  “               Ultimately, we want 
you to be comfortable with 
the process... and exceed 
your expectations.

MIDLAND - Antique Ivory on maple



Cooking never looked so good.
Design is an expression of our times. Trends and new products come and go, but some succeed in remain-
ing attractive and functional for many years. Why is that? Longevity and practicality are important. But the 
quality of the design is a major factor in any enduring product. 

Countryside door style finished in Toasted Rye on cherry. 
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With Crystal’s Current product line you can determine how much you want to spend based on: design, door 
style, wood and finish.

Elegant meets economical.

Meadowland door style finished in Simply White.
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MEADOWLAND - Chocolate  
on cherry



“ 

 “              

 You deserve a kitchen 
that works as hard as you do.

We use traditional and modern techniques to create your cabinetry. Your cabinets will have their own 
unique tone, color and texture that look good and also stand up to the demands of everyday life. 

Spokane door style in Takase Teak textured melamine. The island features the Medina door style in Designer White gloss laminate.

Designed for today.
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No need to sacrifice what you 
want for what you need. 
Current cabinetry belongs in every room. Whether it is a bath, mudroom, study or bedroom you can be 
assured of the same quality and features as our kitchen cabinetry. Your design experts at a local inde-
pendent Crystal showroom can help bring your ideas to life. 

Waverly door style finished in Java with Black Highlight on cherry.
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Waverly door style finished in Light Grey

More than you expected. 
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Details make the 
difference...made to last.
The secret of the Current finish collection, whether painted or stained, the finish is meticulously applied 
by hand in several coats. The last coat consists of a special protective varnish that is very durable and 
easy-care. A UV inhibitor also protects against fading while maintaining color. 
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Space is precious...Why not find 
a place for everything?
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ACADIA - Light Grey

MESA VERDE - Ginger on cherry

HASTINGS - Java on cherry

MONTGOMERY - Chocolate on cherry NEWARK - Tawny with Brown Highlight on 
premium alder

LEXINGTON - Antique Ivory with wearing 
and distressing on maple
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SHOREVIEW - White Washed with Brown 
Highlight on maple

MIDLAND - Toasted Rye with  
Black Highlight on premium alder

MEADOWLAND - Summer Wheat on cherryBAYFIELD - Woodland on red oak COUNTRYSIDE  - Natural on red oak

STIRLING - Linen

Crystal is known for our range of characteristic design features that allows you to incorporate your own 
ideas of how to live and furnish your home. 

Every person is different...so is 
every CURRENT kitchen. 
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MONTROSE - White melamine only
Frameless CURRENT only

SPOKANE - Cannella Rustik textured melamine
Frameless CURRENT only.

MEDINA - Kensington Maple laminate
Frameless CURRENT only

TERRACE - Light Grey on MDF
Frameless CURRENT only

Aluminum frame door B Aluminum frame door C Aluminum frame door D

Quality is an investment. Many studies have shown that the best return on investment is improving the quality of your kitchen or 
bath. All of our fine cabinetry is made in the U.S.A and backed with a limited lifetime warranty.
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PEARL WHITE

GREGIO PINE ARIZONA CYPRESS

CANNELLA RUSTIK TAKASE TEAK

MIDNIGHT ECHO BLACK

Texturerd designs 
available on the  
Spokane door style. 

KENSINGTON MAPLE laminate FONTHILL PEAR laminate

WILD CHERRY laminate BILTMORE CHERRY laminate

DESIGNER WHITE MATTE  
OR GLOSS laminate

ANTIQUE WHITE MATTE  
OR GLOSS laminate

FASHION GREY MATTE
OR GLOSS laminate

BLACK MATTE OR GLOSS 
laminate

Laminate colors and patterns avail-
able on the Medina door style. 



WAVERLY - Natural on mapleTEMPO - Linen
Not available in Frameless Current
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PAINT COLORS

AlabasterSimply White

Antique Ivory and Antique Nickel are painted finishes on 
maple with a highlight. Add wearing and distressing for 
an even more distinct, antique finish appearance. 

Light Grey Black

ANTIQUE IVORY
[Brown Highlight] [Grey Highlight]

ANTIQUE NICKEL

[Shown with wearing & distressing.]
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Linen Perfect Beige

Midland door style finished in Simply White combined with the Shoreview door style, on the island, finished in Light Grey. 
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We recommend viewing a door sample in 
the wood and finish you are considering for 
your cabinets. 

Due to photography and printing process, doors and 
finish swatches shown will not be a perfect match to 
an actual sample of the same combination.    
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Custom Engineered for you.
Current offers a framed cabinet box and a frameless cabinet box; there are no real advantages in choos-
ing one over the other. It can be personal preference, or a specific box type may fit the style of your 
home better. With Current from Crystal you get quality materials that are stronger, tougher and more 
resilient than most of our competitors.

It’s easy to learn more.

www.crystalcabinets.com

Crystal Cabinet Works, Inc.’s cabinet manufacturing facilities have achieved certification under the 
Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association’s Environmental Stewardship Program (ESP). 

Crystal is proud to have been directly involved with the development of the program, 
which is designed as a framework for manufacturers to highlight sound environmen-
tal business practices concerning: product and process resource management, air 
quality, environmental management policies and systems, and community relations. 

Made in the U.S.A. with a Limited Lifetime Warranty. 

Visit our web site to find an independent Crystal dealer 
near you. Browse Current’s doors, woods and colors to 
find your perfect style.  

Earth Matters

Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association
Environmental Stewardship Program
All products impact the environment.
For ESP program criteria, visit www.greencabinetsource.org

• All materials pass vertical and horizontal KCMA (Kitchen    
  Cabinet Manufacturer’s Association) specifications.

• All box work materials are CARB Phase 2 compliant. 
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*Full 1/2" Back: 
 •Stronger cabinet
 •Total flexibility for easy  
   installation

Bright Interior:
 •Natural maple look
 •Easy to clean

Full Extension Soft-Close  
Undermount Drawer Guide:
 •Eliminates drawer slamming
 •More drawer space

Shelves are 3/4" thick:
 •Heavy-duty 
 •Easy to clean
 •Fully adjustable

5/8" Hardwood Dovetail Drawer
 • High quality construction  
         that lasts

*Framed box shown. Frameless Current has 
1/4" thick back with 1/2" hanging strips. 



For more than 65 years we have had many customers of 
varying age, profession and budget comment how pleased 
they are with their Crystal kitchen or bath. We would like 
to add your name to our list.

We have been a family-owned company since 1947 and 
we still build every kitchen and bath one at a time just 
for you. The possibilities are great for combining personal 
needs for functionality, comfort and aesthetics. We invite 
you to visit an independent Crystal showroom and experi-
ence the exceptional craftsmanship that goes into all of 
our products. 

The best reasons to favor Crystal don’t come from us.

www.crystalcabinets.com

CRYSTAL CABINET WORKS, INC.

1100 CRYSTAL DRIVE • PRINCETON, MN 55371

Print and web does not allow for accurate reproduction of wood, stain or paint colors.  
Visit one of our dealers to view displays and samples for actual colors.
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